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Keeping of animals in zoo: minimum standards

Parliament referred back to committee the report by Sir James Scott-Hopkins (PPE, UK) dealing with a proposal from the Commission for a
directive setting minimum standards for the keeping of animals in zoos. The chairman of the Committee on the Environment, Mr Ken Collins
(PSE, UK), had moved that the report be referred back to committee under Rule 103 of the Rules of Procedure because, as he emphasised,
certain controversies had arisen with regard to the application of the subsidiarity principle. ?

Keeping of animals in zoo: minimum standards

The rapporteur insisted that zoos should recreate the natural biotope and provide a high level of environmental protection for the animals in
their care. Parliament was opposed to zoos selling or transferring animals, even temporarily, to individuals or circuses or for experimental
purposes. If a zoo closed down, the competent authority would have to ensure that the animals were sold or transferred to another licensed
zoo or that they were humanely destroyed. Finally, the rapporteur called for the inclusion of a provision stipulating that at least one of the two
experts responsible for carrying out inspections must be a veterinary surgeon. ?
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Keeping of animals in zoo: minimum standards

The rapporteur, Sir James Scott-Hopkins (PPE, UK), insisted that zoos should recreate the natural biotope and provide a high level of
environmental protection for the animals in their care. Parliament was opposed to zoos selling or transferring animals, even temporarily, to
individuals, circuses or for experimental purposes. If a zoo closed down, the competent authority would have to ensure that the animals were
sold or transferred to another licensed zoo or that they were humanely destroyed. Finally, the rapporteur called for at least one of the two
experts responsible for carrying out inspections to be a veterinary surgeon. The European Parliament adopted the report as tabled by the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.?

Keeping of animals in zoo: minimum standards

In its first reading under the cooperation procedure, the European Parliament confirmed its vote of 25 June 1993. ?


